[Determination of immunity (?)/immune response (using serological techniques].
The effective use of serological tests for the diagnosis of disease and/or infection depends both on the nature of the diagnostic problem and on the diagnostic value of positive and negative results of the test. In veterinary practice, diagnostic uses consist in (1) diagnosis in patients showing typical symptoms, (2) staging of the infection, (3) screening studies, and in patients showing typical symptoms, (2) staging of the infection, (3) screening studies, and (4) monitoring of effects of therapy. In quantitative tests for diagnostic purposes, the positive or negative value of the test may be established using either reference ranges in controls or longitudinal studies in single patients. When serological tests are performed for measuring immunity or susceptibility of animals to infection, the test(s) should be performed in conjunction with experimental challenge infection studies. This form of combined testing thus provides the levels of serum antibodies protective against disease.